2nd preparatory meeting for actions against the NATO summit 2018
March 25th, 2018 Brussels from 11:00 to 17:00 h
Location: Kurdish Institute of Brussels - Rue Bonneels, 16 1210 Brussels.

Proposal agenda:

11:00 – 11:20 Welcome political introduction and situation local movements
11:20 – 11:40 Discussion and situation in our countries
11:40 – 12:00 Counter summit and finances (Sunday July 9th)
12:00 – 12:15 demonstration (Sat. July 8th), how can the peace movement be visible
12:15 – 12:30 other actions in Brussels (e.g. Camp, Direct Actions, July 11th, Concert or party on Saturday, etc.)
12:30 – 12:45 actions in NATO countries on Wednesday July 11th
12:45 – 13:45 actions/activities before and after the NATO summit
   • How to come to a statement on the far right (task from the last meeting)
   • Common international/European action strategy plan/network during and after the NATO Summit: to tackle the decision makers. I think that there already was a proposal from the Italian side on nuclear. Only together we can make a difference (proposal: Ria)
   • campaign against B16-12 / nuclear weapons (proposal: Comitato No Guerra No NATO, Italy).
   • Against Europe of Defense (proposal: French Collective “No to NATO, no to war”).
   • For the signature and ratification of the Nuclear Weapons Prohibition Treaty (United Nations 7 July 2017). Actions against the provision of nuclear weapons from one country to another country (United States, France) (proposal: French Collective “No to NATO, no to war”).
   • For Euro-Mediterranean actions, particularly with the Maghreb and Middle East countries (proposal: French Collective “No to NATO, no to war”).
   • International meeting against foreign military bases (proposal: Campaign Stop Air Base Ramstein) and for the closure of all foreign US military bases, NATO, French, ... (proposal: French Collective “No to NATO, no to war”).
   • For Euro-Mediterranean actions, particularly with the Maghreb and Middle East countries (proposal: French Collective “No to NATO, no to war”).
14:45 – 15:30 Brake
15:30 – 16:15 mobilization
   • leaflet, poster, logo, newspaper?
   • Short videos 30/60 sec.
   • social media, Facebook, Twitter (#hashtag we are not NATO), website
   • press and media attention
   • FAQ / Q&A
   • 3 or 4 fact sheets on NATO (e.g. NATO and nuclear, NATO and Russia, NATO enlargement, NATO wars, NATO and 2% of GDP, etc.)
16:15 – 16:45 next steps
16:45 End